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BEAVER KEY RULES

Undoubtedly the rules committee on the Beaver Key basketball tournament met old an excellent job for their first year in turning out the rules for the new season. However, they have one rule which needs amendment. That is the rule specifying that no man has ever won a varsity game with a winning percentage greater than .500. Doesn’t this defeat the purpose of the tournament? Certainly one of the main reasons for running such a tournament is to give an athlete who hasn’t had a chance to compete on a varsity level a shot at playing against the teams who have been excluded from plays.

SOCCER TEAM VS. HARVARD

After a month of dickering, the proposed spring soccer game between Tech and Harvard has been arranged. The game turned out to be a benefit for last year’s M.I.T. gave Harvard the varsity cup all year and were defeated only on a referee’s decision. The game is scheduled for Harvard tomorrow. The Tech team is always practicing on the new Tech Field on Tuesday and Thursday afternoon. Hosts of all the Harvard crew from three varsity and freshman teams were at the first practice last Tuesday.

DORM TOURNAMENT IN BEAVER KEY

The two representatives of the dorms new are set to begin the semi-\n
maining picture in the Beaver Key tournament. The dorms have two of the three teams which have so far reached the final round. Both Sigma Chi and the Betas have two players in the tournament. The first team will also be in the final round. One of the freshmen, the Betas, already has two players in the tournament. The first team will also be in the final round.

The track, located behind the new dorms on the new Tech Field, is to be the location of the annual Atlantic regionals meet. The meet will be scheduled for May 15 and the track will be used in determining the team for the sectional meet. The meet will be held in conjunction with the track meet.

Refugee Committee Sets Deadline For Payments

The Refugee Committee announced last night that pledge cards are due by April 15. Payments are to be made at the T.C.A. offices.

Frosh Gym Team Loses Meet 32-23

Anderson Stars By Winning Three Events For Technology

The State Schoolboys Championships were held yesterday in Walker Memorial by the Baton Society in the annual Atlantic regionals meet. The meet will be held in conjunction with the track meet.

The track, located behind the new dorms on the new Tech Field, is to be the location of the annual Atlantic regionals meet. The meet will be scheduled for May 15 and the track will be used in determining the team for the sectional meet. The meet will be held in conjunction with the track meet.

Institute’s New Track Is Rated Among Finest In United States

Designed by Mr. Frederick W. Rubien, world’s foremost track engineer, the new track at Massachusetts Institute of Technology is rated as one of the finest in the United States.

The track, located behind the new dorms on the new Tech Field, is to be the location of the annual Atlantic regionals meet. The meet will be scheduled for May 15 and the track will be used in determining the team for the sectional meet. The meet will be held in conjunction with the track meet.

Tech track and field will be so complete that every important track event can be held on it. Pacing capacity is the only drawback.

Mr. Rubien became interested in track designing through his interest in athletics in his youth. At one time he was a champion bicycle rider. He is an authority on track and field events for 85 and over and has been on the Olympic Committee for 22 years.

He designed 500 Tracks

For over twenty years he has been consulting engineer on Olympic tracks, including those at Berlin, 1936, Los Angeles, 1932, Paris, 1924, and many others. He designed the largest indoor arena and field in the United States for the Boston University in 1930 and the Olympic Stadium at the University of Nanking in 1924.

He designed the old track by Bar-ber-Base in 1924. Mr. Rubien, claims that the old track could easily be made into the present facility by the addition of extra seats and better and more comfortable facilities.

The new track is located behind the new dorms on the new Tech Field and will be constructed on the present site by the college itself. The new track will be open to the public for use in the spring of 1937.
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